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Ordering Information

The mimic bus symbols contained on the following pages are examples of those

that have been produced for various customers in the past, in an effort to accurately

reflect the switchgear that they are producing.  These symbols are representative

of the most common symbols that we manufacture.  BW Industries, Inc has the ability to 

manufacture any custom mimic bus symbols that you may need for your requirements.

The current symbols are all based on our most common 2” wide style, but can be 

customized in both size and color to meet your needs.

 All of our mimic bus is reverse printed on the back side of a durable, 10mil textured

Lexan material.  It is then backed with 3M 467 Hi Performance adhesive, for peel and

stick application. With this mimic bus manufacturing process, these is no longer a need to

drill and tap thicker bus for application to the switchgear.  Although the bus is extremely

durable, it can be cut with an X-acto knife or a pair of scissors, if necessary, for seemless

application. 

 If you don’t see the desired symbols for your application, you can submit your

artwork in .DXF or .DWG format, and we can quote and manufacture your bus from

those files.  If you intend on ordering from the following list of symbols, please refer to the 

Mimic Bus Color Legend and attached the desired color letter after the part #.  Please

feel free to contact us with questions regarding any of your mimic bus requirements.

Thank You!

BW Industries, Inc.
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Red - R
Green - G
Blue - B

Yellow - Y
Purple - P
Special - S

Mimic Bus
Color Legend ***When ordering Mimic Bus, please use the appropriate

color letter to indicate the background color of the bus.
Depending upon the background color, the symbol color will

white or black unless otherwise specified.

Qty. Stock Size Description Part #

2” x 2” BW-EL-__

2” x 2”

2” x 2”

2” x 2”

90 Degree Elbow

T- Symbol

Delta Transformer Symbol

Generator Symbol

BW-T-__

BW-D-__

BW-G-__
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Red - R
Green - G
Blue - B

Yellow - Y
Purple - P
Special - S

Mimic Bus
Color Legend ***When ordering Mimic Bus, please use the appropriate

color letter to indicate the background color of the bus.
Depending upon the background color, the symbol color will

white or black unless otherwise specified.

Qty. Stock Size Description Part #

2” x 2” BW-X-__

2” x 3”

2” x 3”

4-Way Symbol

Incoming Circuit

Outgoing Circuit

BW-D2-__

BW-LL-__
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Red - R
Green - G
Blue - B

Yellow - Y
Purple - P
Special - S

Mimic Bus
Color Legend ***When ordering Mimic Bus, please use the appropriate

color letter to indicate the background color of the bus.
Depending upon the background color, the symbol color will

white or black unless otherwise specified.

Qty. Stock Size Description Part #

2” x 6” BW-F-__

2” x 6”

2” x 3”

Fuse Symbol

Transformer

CT Symbol

BW-TR1-__

BW-CT-__
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Red - R
Green - G
Blue - B

Yellow - Y
Purple - P
Special - S

Mimic Bus
Color Legend ***When ordering Mimic Bus, please use the appropriate

color letter to indicate the background color of the bus.
Depending upon the background color, the symbol color will

white or black unless otherwise specified.

Qty. Stock Size Description Part #

2” x 36” BW-ST-__

2” x 10.25”

2” x 10.25”

Straight Bus

Med. Voltage Drawout CB

Drawout CB

BW-DCB1-__

BW-CB1-__
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Red - R
Green - G
Blue - B

Yellow - Y
Purple - P
Special - S

Mimic Bus
Color Legend ***When ordering Mimic Bus, please use the appropriate

color letter to indicate the background color of the bus.
Depending upon the background color, the symbol color will

white or black unless otherwise specified.

Qty. Stock Size Description Part #

2” x 10.25” BW-FT-__

2” x 12”

2” x 12”

Drawout Fused Truck

Med. Voltage Drawout CB w/ CT

Surge Arrestor

BW-DCB2-__

BW-SA-__
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Red - R
Green - G
Blue - B

Yellow - Y
Purple - P
Special - S

Mimic Bus
Color Legend ***When ordering Mimic Bus, please use the appropriate

color letter to indicate the background color of the bus.
Depending upon the background color, the symbol color will

white or black unless otherwise specified.

Qty. Stock Size Description Part #

2” x 7” BW-DS-__

2” x 10.25”

2” x 9”

Disconnect Switch

Incoming w/ CT Symbol

Incoming Normal

BW-ICT-__

BW-IN-__
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Red - R
Green - G
Blue - B

Yellow - Y
Purple - P
Special - S

Mimic Bus
Color Legend ***When ordering Mimic Bus, please use the appropriate

color letter to indicate the background color of the bus.
Depending upon the background color, the symbol color will

white or black unless otherwise specified.

Qty. Stock Size Description Part #

2” x 15” BW-CB2-__

2” x 15”

2” x 9”

Output Feeder CB

Incoming Feeder CB

Incoming Emergency

BW-CB3-__

BW-IEM-__
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Red - R
Green - G
Blue - B

Yellow - Y
Purple - P
Special - S

Mimic Bus
Color Legend ***When ordering Mimic Bus, please use the appropriate

color letter to indicate the background color of the bus.
Depending upon the background color, the symbol color will

white or black unless otherwise specified.

Qty. Stock Size Description Part #

2” x 2” BW-NP1-__

2.25” x 4”

6” x 10”

Nameplate

Nameplate

ATS Symbol

BW-NP2-__

BW-ATS-__

Please Include text document

Please Include text document


